
Samsung Galaxy
Tab Active4 Pro

The tough tablet 
designed for tough work
The Galaxy Tab Active4 Pro is built to 
withstand even the most demanding work. 
It’s a sleek, premium productivity powerhouse 
that frontline workers can really count on.

It’s built strong, with military-grade durability and IP68 
water and dust resistance.1 The compatible S Pen is safe 
from splashes, too. On top of that, you can use the touch 
screen even while wearing gloves.2 So, whether you’re 
treating patients in a busy hospital or working on a dusty 
construction site, you can work with total confidence.

When you need to act fast, you can use the physical 
Active Key to launch any chosen app instantly. It’s also 
mPOS-ready, so you can take payments from customers 
on the go.

It’s tough inside too. Protected by Samsung Knox and 
built-in biometric security, it keeps data in the

right hands. It also works harder for longer, thanks to its 
next-gen mobile processor and exceptional battery life. 
When power does run low, you can swap out the battery 
for a spare3—or even run it without a battery at all, 
when plugged into a vehicle or kiosk.

A tablet that’s been tested against
even the harshest of conditions.
Work in even the harshest environments, without worrying 
about your device getting damaged. The Tab Active4 Pro 
is IP681 and MIL-STD 810H compliant, meaning it can 
withstand splashes, dust, drops4 and even extreme 
temperatures. The screen itself is protected by the resilient 
Corning® Gorilla® Glass 5, and the included S Pen is IP68 
compliant as well, so wet conditions won’t slow you down. 

No matter if you’re sketching plans in the rain or accessing 
data from the top of a telephone tower, the Tab Active4 Pro 
is tough enough to handle the pressure.



 

1. IP68 is based on test conditions for submersion in up to 1.5 meters of freshwater for up to 30 minutes. Not advised for beach or pool use. Water or dust damage not covered by warranty. 2. Touch sensitivity may vary depending on glove material.
3. Additional batteries sold separately. 4. Device tested to withstand drops up to 1.2m with protective cover. 5. Knox Capture which is included in Knox Suite will be newly launched in Q3, 2022 as Samsung in-house solution. And existing Knox 
Capture will be changed to Knox Capture Scandit Edition. 6. One years’ subscription for free. 7. 5 years of quarterly updates.

Protection:
- Gorilla® Glass 5
- IP68 rated1

- MIL-STD-810H certified
- Drop tested to 1.2m
   with included case

Battery:
- 7,600 mAh
- Replaceable
- No battery mode
- 15W Fast Charge
- POGO Fast Charge

Design:
- 242.9 x 170.2 x 10.2mm
- 10.1” TFT LCD display
- 674g (without case)
- 3.5mm headphone jack
- Customisable Active key

Security: 
- Face recognition
- Fingerprint
   sensor (front)
- Secured by Knox

Software 
& Service:
- Android 12 (at launch)
- 1 year Knox Suite 
   included
- 3 years Enhanced
   Support
- 5 years Security
   Releases7

Camera: 
- Rear: 13MP, F1.9
- Front: 8MP, F2.0
- Rear flash

Other: 
- Samsung DeX
- Secure Folder
- Quick Share
- Private Share

Performance:
-  Qualcomm 

Snapdragon 778G
-  6GB RAM
-  128GB Storage
-  MicroSD expansion 

up to 1TB

Connectivity: 
- 5G
- Wi-Fi 6, 2.4+5GHz
- 1 x Nano SIM slot
- NFC & mPOS ready
- RTLS support, 
   GPS (L1 + L5)

Galaxy Tab Active4 Pro Technical Specifications

Not just a tablet—a portable 
productivity platform.
For when one screen isn’t enough, 
work from two—with Wireless DeX mode, 
you can enjoy a PC-like experience. Display 
content from your device on a secondary 
screen, while monitoring other applications 
on the tablet itself. 
Included with the Galaxy Tab Active4 Pro 
is the low-latency, IP68-certified S Pen. 
You and your teams gain more control to 
edit, note, annotate and sketch anywhere, 
with a truly ‘pen on paper’ feel.
The Knox Capture5 scanning application 
turns the device into a clever barcode 
scanner, which can scan multiple barcodes 
at once. It speeds up tasks and eliminates 
the need for additional handheld scanners.

No matter the situation, 
rely on better connections.
Stay in touch with your team, even when 
the going gets tough. The Tab Active4 Pro 
provides both Wi-Fi 6 and 5G mobile 
connectivity you can really rely on, 
meaning your support is never hard to 
reach. Whether you’re in a bustling store 
or deep within a warehouse, you can 
expect reliable connectivity. 
With Wi-Fi 6, you benefit from seamless 
roaming between access points and high-
performance, even if many devices are 
connected to the network. And with the 
low latency and reliability of 5G, you could 
benefit from real-time data sharing almost 
anywhere you go. The Tab Active4 Pro 
enables you to work with confidence, 
no matter where work takes you.

Manage, maintain and secure 
with Enterprise Edition.
Make managing your fleet easier with 
Enterprise Edition. It’s a complete package 
of services, including Knox Suite security6 
with Knox Asset Intelligence, designed to 
protect your mobile devices and make them 
easier to monitor and maintain. You get 
three years’ enhanced support and access 
to our Business Service Centre, and up to 
five years of security and maintenance 
updates7—plus three Android generation 
updates—with your Tab Active4 Pro. 
Enterprise Edition also includes next-
business-day doorstep exchange in the rare 
case of functional failures. And with two 
years’ extended product lifecycle, you can 
ensure consistency across your devices. So, 
wherever frontline employees are working, 
they can remain productive and secure. 

In The Box:
- S Pen (IP68 rated)
- 15W travel adaptor
- Protective cover
- USB C-C cable
- SIM ejection tool
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